
 

About 

  

Scout Section Skills 2021 

 

SSS is a 4 day / 3 night Patrol camp held at BP Park in the winter school holidays. This year it 

will be held from the 2nd July to the 5th July 2021. It is open to all Queensland Scout Patrols.  This 

year the theme is the Olympics with a focus on Japan. 

Each patrol will be expected to have a patrol gateway (constructed on site) and some camp gadgets 

(also constructed on site).  No pre-construction is permitted. 

On offer over the weekend will be a wide range of activity bases and evening entertainment. Patrol 

leaders in conjunction with their patrol will choose 6 preferences for activities.  There will be 7 

activity sessions across the weekend starting on Saturday morning and ending on Monday 

morning. 

On Friday night there will be a disco. 

On Saturday evening Patrols will have a Leader attend dinner.  Patrols will have a leader appointed 

to them for the dinner.  They will be required to communicate with the leader prior to SSS to obtain 

individual dietary requirements. This is a competition meal and will be judged by your guest 

Leader. Meals can focus on a cuisine from one of the countries that has hosted the Summer 

Olympic Games or a combination of countries.  It is a three course dinner that must include entrée, 

mains and dessert. 

On Saturday night after tea, Scouts will be involved in wide games. 

On Sunday night each patrol is required to run a market night activity.  You need to have organized 

this prior to SSS. Be creative. 

Once again SSS offers all youth members the opportunity to continue with or begin some of their 

Outdoor Adventure Skills (OAS) stages.  Some of the activities will allow you to do this. 

Each Scout will need their own staff and rope for some of the activities.  They also need at least 

two compasses per patrol. 



There must be at least one leader from each Group on site at all times.  Leaders may have a 50% 

rotation with another leader from their Group. 

The update for the SSS Event site will be completed soon.  Scouts and Leaders are asked to consult 

with this as there will be further information available regarding the SSS weekend. 

A Patrol Leaders’ booklet will be emailed to all Patrol Leaders after applications have closed. 

 

Any queries regarding SSS can be emailed to either: 

Chris Foreman (Taipan) at: 

bc.scouts@scoutsqld.com.au 

or 

Pete Pulbrook (Mang) at: 

ba.scouts@scoutsqld.com.au 

 

 

Applications are expected to be OPEN from 

May 8 until June 1 
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